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OUR CLIENT 

A membership-based network of shared lab and office facilities located in key 
biotech innovation clusters, BioLabs features among the USA’s most prestigious 
co-working spaces for life science startups.
Scientific entrepreneurs at BioLabs build ecosystems that empower bio-
innovators to grow quickly while maximizing their capital efficiencies. 
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OUR SOLUTIONOUR SOLUTION

The solution architecture that NewVision devised lay in Azure PaaS as the 
best approach for node.js, and Angular-based applications based on the 
business and application requirements of our client.

We arrived at our decision to use Azure DevOps pipelines, considering both 
cost-effectiveness and the minimal release time with respect to other 
traditional deployment methods. Our strategy for deploying Azure Paas was 
very effective, substantially reducing dependency on support engineers for 
monitoring activities and increasing uptime in the case of any disaster.

THE ASKTHE ASK

A key priority for our client was the implementation of DevOps 
within a minimal budget. As this needed planning from the ground 
level up – for DevOps, as well as managed services – they were 
looking at our involvement even beyond the completion of the 
project. The implementation of infrastructure and application within 
Azure thus needed to be planned in conjunction with understanding 
their holistic business and application requirements.



SOLUTIONS SOFTWARE 
& APPLICATION 

The technology highlights of the solution we architected are 
summarized below: 

Multiple Azure services were used in developing the final solution – 
such as Web Services, Front Door, Function Apps and Key Vault. This 
helped in architecting better into the working of the website.

Azure DevOps pipeline and release services, in integration with 
GitHub, were adopted for all release and deployment activities. 

The entire application has been constructed on the Azure PaaS 
platform, keeping cost-effectiveness as a top priority.

SOLUTIONS SOFTWARE 
& APPLICATION 



THE OUTTHE OUTCOMECOME  

All the positive results that we’d kept in mind at the design stage, have been 
actioned. New versions of applications are now being released, without any 
manual intervention and with zero downtime. 

The usage of Azure Pipelines has made the SDLC process seamless. Code 
coverage and code quality reports are also instantly available with the help 
of DevOps. And no active support engineers are required anymore for new 
releases on production.    

With the implementation of Azure DevOps & PaaS, the efficiency of 
deployments has markedly increased – application is readily available for 
end-users.  Azure PaaS implementation further eliminates the need for 
maintaining infrastructure and networks. With entire processes – from build 
to release – being entirely automated now, the dependency on support 
engineers has significantly reduced. Finally, all resources and services are 
being utilized by maintaining optimal levels of cost-effectiveness.



NewVision Software is a global information technology consulting and services 
company. We are digital natives discovering ideas, constantly innovating, improvising to 
build a better future for our customers. We strengthen and transform businesses by 
providing focused software solutions. Headquartered in India with presence in the US 
and the Middle East, the company offers a range of innovative and high-quality 
consulting services across several sectors and practices to help our clients adapt to the 
digital world to improve their results.

As a Centre of Excellence-based organisation, we follow frameworks that 
deliver technology leadership, inculcates best practices, accelerates research and 
training for the following offerings to our clients and partners.

THE OUTCOME 
ABOUT NEWVISION

SOFTWARE PRODUCT 
ENGINEERING 
Nurturing your idea 
end to end

BUSINESS PROCESS 
MANAGEMENT
Process-powered 
profitability

Transform 
faster and safer

Unlock Scale, Unlock Speed, 
Unlock the Cloud Continuum.

CLOUD DEVOPS DATA
Demand more 
from data

Test. Automate. 
Simplify.

Transforming 
lives globally

QA AUTOMATION

UTILITIES




